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BMW M1 Roadster: Now That's Something We Would Have Loved to Drive This Summer
BMW has started revealing the all-new 2 Series Coupe that will debut later this year with rear-wheel-
drive plus a six-cylinder turbo-engine.
Surprise! BMW won't use ugly grille for the 2 Series
Despite a lot of false flags surrounding the 2 Series ... in the current BMW M3, M4 and soon
to be facelifted X3 M and X4 M, sending around 420 horsepower and 550 Nm (406 lb-ft) of
torque exclusively ...
Making a Gran entry: BMW’s 330Li petrol limo
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BMW M3 Competition review: super saloon gets a grilling
BMW 5 Series E60 Grille Update China M3 Front View ... Europeans only
got the model with a seven-speed automated manual transmission, but
Americans also had the choice of a true six-speed manual.
2021 BMW 540i M Sport Review: Light on Sport, Heavy on Tech
A new BMW M3 is always exciting news. We go fast and sideways in the 510hp
Competition – and ask how it compares to the E30 original.
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Turns out, if you’re shopping for a lightly-used luxury sports coupe, you’ve got at least 3
compelling options on modern models that are showing strong signs of being solid second-hand
buys. I’ll give ...
These Are The Key Differences Between The Genesis G70 Shooting Brake And BMW
3-Series Touring
A new BMW M3 is always exciting news. Tim Pitt goes fast and sideways in the 510hp
Competition – and ask how it compares to the E30 original.
BMW starts uncovering all-new 2 Series Coupe
BMW will soon be introducing the 2022 iteration of its 2 Series Coupe. Ahead of its global unveil,
the prototype of the compact-sedan has been caught undergoing testing.As seen from the spy
images, ...
The 2011 BMW 1 Series M was an instant collectible … but has its moment come and
gone?
In celebration of a class of track capable sport sedans, created when at customers’
requests, BMW M GmbH installed the inline 6-cylinder motor from the mid-engine M1 into
the 5 Series ... switch on ...

Is there anything more to the BMW Z1 than the weird doors? As it turns out, it's a pretty interesting
car all around.
You Can Now Give Your BMW E60 5 Series The M3's Big Grille Treatment
BMW introduced the “E30” series M3 — a street ... still offering a manual gearbox
with some of its sports cars — the M3 is no exception. But the old 5-speed manual
has been replaced ...
New BMW M3 Competition 2021 review
Finally, the 5-speed manual gearbox was provided by ZF. Because Lamborghini
encountered some serious financial trouble, BMW was forced to take full control of the
project in 1978. A new workshop ...
The Ultimate BMW M8 Is a 12-Cylinder Prototype From the 1990s
The little-known M8 prototype was never given the green light for production, but it is
still a remarkable feat of engineering. Credit the 6.1-liter V-12 under this big coupe's

hood, which, according ...
BMW 5 SERIES M5 COMPETITION SALOON 4.4 M5 COMPETITION | Premium Pack |
Comfort Pack | Aluminium Carbon Structure with Chrome I
Sadly, the wagon in question, the stunning G70 Shooting Brake, isn’t coming to the US. It
was designed specifically for Europe where, despite the inexorable rise of the SUV and
crossover, premium ...
This week in cars: Honda Civic Type R manual, Mitsubishi Pajero Final Edition
It’s been a decade since the launch of the 1 Series M. For many sports cars, this is around
the time nostalgia starts to set in and when collectors start to supplant young performance
junkies as the ...
These modern used luxury coupes show promising reliability
The 2021 BMW 540i xDrive with M Sport Package is a little light on sport, but it has a good
blend of driver-assist technology, interior quality and vibrant information screens.
The 2020 BMW M5 Edition 35 Years.
BMW 5 SERIES M5 COMPETITION SALOON 4.4 M5 COMPETITION ... We have the
original Owner's Pack with Manuals and the Service Book & 2 Keys. For more information,
please call our sales team on ...
30 Years On, The BMW Z1 Remains A Wonderful Oddity
The all-new Honda Civic Type R will still come with a manual gearbox. PHOTO BY Honda
“Surprise, surprise. The next-generation Honda Civic Type R will still come equipped with a
...
BMW Announces the new 2018 BMW 4 Series.
The BMW 4 Series has a lower center of gravity than the BMW 3 Series (Coupe: -1.6
inches, Gran Coupe: -1.2 inches, Convertible: -0.8 inches), a wider track at the front
(+0.5 inches ... The six-speed ...
2022 BMW 2 Series Prototype Shows More Design Details
While the word limousine has been casually used by some other luxury carmakers in recent
times, with the 3 Series Gran Limousine, it serves as a point of differentiation. You see, this
is the L ...
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